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- In the GloboFleet CC App you have access to a complete overview of the driver cards contained in your fleet. You can export them to your computer and load them into spreadsheets. This allows you to export the information contained in the driver cards in a more structured form. - You can archive the driver cards automatically or from driver cards you have to enter manually. After archiving the data regarding the
remaining time can be exported. - The included remaining time analysis is an extra tool to determine the remaining times easily. The analysis is carried out on the basis of an average remaining time. The customer will find the additional information useful when evaluating the driver cards. VIP PRO is the perfect solution for realizing mobile traffic analysis. It monitors a fleet of vehicles and is able to archive all data

of interest. The archive log is presented to the user in tabular form so that it can be selected as desired. Features of VIP PRO: - The user can specify the start and end time of his analysis in the form of a window. - The archive log can be selected on the basis of vehicle numbers (e.g. all cars of type 98.5) or other fleet data (e.g. all cars of a certain color). - A detailed view is displayed of all relevant data that were stored
on the car card with customizable headings. - All relevant data are archived in chronological order. - The archive log is fully searchable in terms of start time, end time, vehicle type, color, etc. - The user can adjust the messages and alarms of the monitoring program to match his needs. - VIP PRO can be synchronized with the CC vehicle card. By scanning the vehicle card it is possible to monitor the vehicle in real

time. - VIP PRO offers a selection of more than 70 different options. - VIP PRO is the first traffic analysis solution on the market which supports an active fleet monitoring. The network connection is not only used to monitor the vehicle card, but it can also be used to control the vehicle or the smart fleet features. ROTR is the ideal solution for the purpose of driving times. ROTR enables you to carry out a detailed
analysis of your driving times. The user is not only presented with a summary of the whole week but also with detailed information about a single day, which makes it easy for you to identify which days need improvement. Main features: - ROTR enables you to identify driving times that need 09e8f5149f
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- Set Alarms - Process Driver Data Record - Archiving - Reporting - Reporting The GloboFleet CC control-panel is a cutting-edge scanning tool, which enables you to keep track of everything that happens on your business trips. The solution is a direct but innovative approach to improving business performance by making it easy to read, visualize and find records. The integrated auto-data capture system makes
GloboFleet CC an ideal solution for such key processes as RAC, HPL and driver data collection, as well as for many other activities that involve storing and access to commercial vehicle data. The GloboFleet CC control-panel can be used with any commercial vehicle, and with all types of data and driver cards. GloboFleet CC is an integrated scanning solution that processes and stores information in a database. It
makes it possible to retain your data and quickly decide whether any given piece of information is relevant for your business needs. You can find the data on any driver, depending on the type of data. GloboFleet CC provides an advanced centralized archiving system that allows you to access, archive and search your data. It also allows you to generate reports in accordance with legal requirements and find important
information that is only available in a consolidated format. GloboFleet CC allows a manager or employer to control every aspect of the driver’s daily activities, including driver dispatch. The system allows a manager to control the work schedules, log and archive the driver's daily activities, monitor the driver’s movements in real time and also access the status of the driver's vehicle, depending on the driver's assigned
duties. All this information is stored at the GloboFleet Card Control’s central server and can be accessed and presented at any time for managerial control, utilizing the client’s own database. GloboFleet CC is an easy to use and convenient integrated control panel for driver management, designed to enable an operator to easily access a driver’s work schedule, monitor and archive his/her data in real time, and manage
the driver’s activities. The driver’s data is stored in the system’s database in a centralized manner, and can be accessed by the user and the driver, or other employees. GloboFleet CC offers to the user of the client’s own database, which can be updated in real time, as well as a tailored user interface. Globo
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That is why all the recordings are classified and can be reviewed and verified when opening the file. Ricochet is a cross-platform Windows-based application that plays a wide variety of files: video files of all kinds; audio files like music and speech; also image files like photographs, videos and scanned documents. It supports formats used for storing those files, like WAV, MP3, AAC, MPEG, Vorbis, Ogg, and TAK.
It can be used to play DVDs and CDs, as well as to rip audio CDs and DVDs. The program can play all types of files within the required parameters. Additionally, it can play files stored in Windows Media or ASF formats. It can also be used to manage the files stored in such a format. You can play files stored in various versions of Windows and other Media Player formats. That is why Ricochet supports a multitude
of input sources like a keyboard, a microphone and a multitude of input devices. You can use the program in two different modes. Firstly, you can use the "Ricochet" mode. In this mode, you can control the player. Secondly, you can use the 'Environment' mode. In this mode, you can set a variety of options. In the following, you can find a short description of those different modes and the corresponding instructions
on how to use the program: 1. Ricochet Mode: The program can be used in two ways. You can use either the "Ricochet" mode or the "Environment" mode. The "Ricochet" mode. In this mode, you can control the player. Firstly, you can use the window interface. You can use all the tools for configuring the media player that are described in the following. The most important tool is the "Audio" tool. This tool is used
to control the characteristics of the audio playback. You can adjust the volume, mute the player, and change to the EQ mode. Additionally, you can increase or decrease the volume to the "PC Speaker" via the "Adjust PC Speaker Volume". The following audio settings are available: Format: The player supports the files in the following formats: WAV, MP3, Vorbis, Ogg, and TAK. These are the most frequently used
formats. The "WAV" format. This is the format that comes by default in the PC. The "MP3" format is a compressed format. The "V
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System Requirements For GloboFleet CC:

For PC (Worldwide) Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7 (64-bit) Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i5-3350, 2.60 GHz or AMD equivalent Intel Core i5-3350, 2.60 GHz or AMD equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 750 Ti / AMD Radeon HD 7750 / Intel HD 4000 or better NVIDIA GTX 750 Ti / AMD
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